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Abstract—Overlapping communications with computation is
an efficient way to amortize the cost of communications of
an HPC application. To do so, it is possible to utilize MPI
nonblocking primitives so that communications run in back-
ground alongside computation. However, these mechanisms rely
on communications actually making progress in the background,
which may not be true for all MPI libraries. Some MPI
libraries leverage a core dedicated to communications to ensure
communication progression. However, taking a core away from
the application for such purpose may have a negative impact on
the overall execution time. It may be difficult to know when such
dedicated core is actually helpful.

In this paper, we propose a model for the performance of
applications using MPI nonblocking primitives running on top
of an MPI library with a dedicated core for communications.
This model is used to understand the compromise between
computation slowdown due to the communication core not being
available for computation, and the communication speed-up
thanks to the dedicated core; evaluate whether nonblocking
communication is actually obtaining the expected performance
in the context of the given application; predict the performance
of a given application if ran with a dedicated core.

We describe the performance model and evaluate it on differ-
ent applications. We compare the predictions of the model with
actual executions.

I. INTRODUCTION

On the path to exascale, the cost of communications is
an obstacle for scalability of HPC applications. Overlapping
communications with computation is an efficient way to amor-
tize this cost: when performing communication at the same
time as computation, their cost is close to zero. To do so,
applications have to utilize MPI nonblocking operations so that
communications run in background alongside computation.

However, these mechanisms rely on communications ac-
tually making progress in the background, which may not
be true for all MPI libraries [1]. These mechanisms may be
present or not, adequate or perfectible, they may have an
impact on communication performance or may interfere with
computation by stealing CPU cycles.

With the increasing number of cores per node the question
of dedicating a core for ensuring a steady progression of com-
munications is raised. Indeed, it could brings good overlap and
good overall communication performance, at a (negligible?)
expense of one CPU core not usable for computation.

Nonetheless, communication/computation overlap requires
explicit support from the application: algorithms have to be

adapted to be able to perform computation at the same time
as communications, and it may require drastic changes in the
way the application manages its communication. However,
HPC applications are usually huge codes, that may have been
developed and maintained for decades. Their developers often
prefer to use the blocking operations and are reluctant to
use the nonblocking operations because they are notoriously
hard to use [2], they were not taught to use them, and they
are known not to overlap so well. Thus they need a tool
to evaluate whether it is worth investing time in converting
existing applications to nonblocking communications.

In this paper, we propose a model for the performance
of hybrid (MPI+X) applications, running with one MPI pro-
cess per node and a shared-memory parallel paradigm (e.g.
OpenMP) using all compute resources on each node, and using
MPI nonblocking operations on top of an MPI library with a
dedicated core for communications. In short, the contribution
of this paper is a model used to:

• understand the compromise between computation slow-
down due to the communication core not being available
for computation, and the communication speedup thanks
to the dedicated core;

• evaluate whether nonblocking communication is actually
obtaining the expected performance in the context of the
given application;

• predict the maximum performance of a given application
if run with a dedicated core;

• predict the maximum performance we would get if a
given amount of the application communications would
be converted to nonblocking operations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives an overview of the use of a core dedicated to commu-
nication progression. Section III presents our generic perfor-
mance model for applications of a core dedicated to com-
munications. Section IV explains how to exploit the model in
practice. Section V evaluates the model with real applications,
and Section VI gives some examples of what the model may
be used for. We conclude in Section VII.

II. CONTEXT AND RELATED WORKS

To ensure overlap of communications with computation,
HPC application programmers use MPI nonblocking primi-
tives to let communication operations perform in background



while the computation is running on the CPU. However, the
MPI specification [3] only guarantees that these primitives will
not block; it does not ensure that progression will actually
happen in background. The actual behavior depends on the
implementation of the MPI library, but generally, progression
is poor [1]. If no explicit mechanism for progression is
implemented in the MPI library, then progression only occurs
inside the calls to the MPI library. Therefore, if a user calls
MPI_Isend, then performs some computation, and finally
calls MPI_Wait to check for completion, chances are high
that communication will actually begin in the MPI_Wait,
which prevents any tentative of communication and compu-
tation overlap.

To ensure actual background progression, it has been pro-
posed to use multi-threaded communications [4], to use a
dedicated core [5], [6], [7], to use special tasks or threads
for polling in the runtime [8], [9], [10], [11] to improve
background progression of communications. Specific work
has been done in some applications [2], [12], [13] to utilize
nonblocking communications so as to get overlap. The afore-
mentioned solutions are implemented either in the application,
in another runtime, or in an MPI library. Our work aims
at predicting the performance we would get after such a
transformation would be done on the application code or if
the MPI library features a progress thread.

In this paper, we use progression in the MPI li-
brary itself so as not to modify the applications. The
choice for a freely available MPI library with such fea-
ture is currently narrow. OpenMPI had an experimental
--enable-progress-thread configure option a long
time ago, that has been dropped in version 1.4. Nowadays,
OpenMPI does not allow to have a progress thread in the
library. The MPICH_ASYNC_PROGRESS feature of MPICH
allows to have a progress thread, but does not allow to bind the
thread on a dedicated core. A very recent version of MPICH
offers this feature, but unfortunately we were unable to test
it on our cluster. For MVAPICH, section 5.6 of the user
guide of MVAPICH2-X states that its progression engine does
not need a dedicated core. The introduction of an additional
thread beside a multi-threaded runtime usually causes some
performance degradation due to conflicts in thread scheduling.
We have shown [14] this degradation happens even with a
spare core in case the progress thread is not bound. Thus in
this paper we use MadMPI [15] which allows using a progress
thread and pinning it to a dedicated core.

With the increase of the number of cores per socket,
dedicating a core for progression is an elegant solution to
address the issue of progression. However such a dedicated
core leads to a trade-off. On the one hand, this solution
removes a core from the application. One obvious effect is the
whole computation of the application having to be executed on
n−1 cores per compute node. This may induce some overhead,
which depends on the number of cores. On the other hand, the
MPI runtime may use its dedicated core for communication
progression at any time; it is especially important since it
has been shown in our previous work [1] that what hinders

progression is not a large amount of work to run on a CPU,
but instead very small tasks to be scheduled when needed.
Having a full dedicated core ensures that the MPI library will
be able to schedule these tasks at any time, whenever needed,
and should guarantee that progress is maximized. Hence, the
goal of this paper is to model this trade-off to assess whether
a dedicated core for progression is useful or harmful. This is
of paramount importance as the number of cores per socket is
expected to continue to increase.

Previous work exists to estimate the gain we would obtain
from overlapping communications and computation, which
is the same question as ours. They either estimate [16]
the potential overlap from an algorithmic point of view, or
focus [17] on networks with offloading capabilities and non-
threaded applications. However, this is different from hybrid
MPI+OpenMP applications case that is the most common
way [18] of writing MPI program today and hence, the focus
of this study.

III. A MODEL FOR APPLICATION PERFORMANCE WITH A
DEDICATED CORE FOR COMMUNICATION PROGRESSION

A. Overview of the performance model

To sort out cases where overlap with dedicated core is
beneficial from cases where it is detrimental to performance,
we propose a model to predict performance. This model takes
into account two phenomena:

• the impact on computation performance of having one
less core because the core dedicated to communications
is not available for computation anymore. We will study
this aspect in Section III-B;

• the impact on communication performance and on over-
lap of communication and computation of having a
dedicated core. It will be described in Section III-C.

The first part about computation is expected to be a perfor-
mance degradation. The second part, about overlap, is expected
to be a performance improvement; it may be negligible if
communication may not be overlapable, or if communications
constitute a small part of the total application execution
time. Then, the computation slowdown may overcome the
communication speedup. For this reason, the dedicated core
cannot just be an “enabled and forget” feature. The actual
challenge is to know whether the degradation is compensated
by the gain. To be used in the relevant situations, we must be
able to predict its behavior.

Unfortunately, the behavior of HPC applications diverge
greatly with regard to computation and communication. Even
on the same application, different inputs (parameters, data,
etc.) may lead to different performance behavior. Worse, two
set of parameters can seem to be similar, showing very close
computation time when run without dedicated core. However,
with the use of dedicated core, only one set of parameters will
give a significant time gain. This is due to the input parameters,
which may drastically change communications/computation
scheme and proportions.



To cover these cases and be oblivious to input parameters,
we will design our model to be independent from the appli-
cation. Hence, the model is the same for all applications,
but, of course, the calibration of the model is application
dependent. To do so, our model decomposes an application
as a sum of specialized parts, each with a different behavior
when a dedicated core for communication progression is
involved. These parts will be presented in Section III-B and
Section III-C.

Thanks to our model, we aim at predicting if the use of a
dedicated core for progression is beneficial for an application.
To apply our model, we will first run the application on all
cores without a progression thread to get a reference time
tnoprogress . Details on how the exact timings are measured on
the different MPI ranks is given in Section IV. This tnoprogress
is composed of:

• tcomp the time spent by the application in computation;
• tMPI the time spent in the MPI library. This time is

itself composed of tMPIoverlapable for communications that
may benefit from overlap (nonblocking point-to-point and
collective primitives) and progress in background, and
tMPInotoverlapable for the remaining communications and all
MPI management time.

This distinction will help us model and analyze precisely the
behavior of applications with and without dedicated core. It
is clear that the expected speedup from the use of a dedicated
core will be limited to the time spent in the MPI library.

Let tdedicated be the execution time of the application with
a dedicated core for communications. It will diverge from
tnoprogress as follows:

• on the tcomp part, computation will be slowed down by
an overhead toverhead ;

• on the tMPI part, we expect the nonblocking communica-
tion primitives to be fully overlapped and thus the gain
should be tMPIoverlapable .

Thus, the general formulation for our model is:

tdedicated = tnoprogress + toverhead − tMPIoverlapable

This formulation helps to get an intuitive idea of the model.
However, instead of computing toverhead and tMPIoverlapable , in
the later Sections we will decompose tcomp and tMPI .

B. Impact of a dedicated core on computation

The evolution of modern processors exhibits an increase in
the number of cores. With more and more cores, it becomes
more difficult to optimize applications and fully exploit those
CPUs. Thus stealing a core to an application becomes less
impacting for computation performances.

1) Study of OpenMP applications scalability: To quantify
the loss caused by stealing a core to the application, we ran
a study on the scalability of OpenMP threading for several
well-known benchmarks:

• from the NAS Parallel benchmarks [19]:
– BT-MZ: a Block Tri-diagonal solver app;
– LU-MZ: a Lower-Upper Gauss-Seidel solver app;

– SP-MZ: a Scalar Penta-diagonal solver app;
• and from the CORAL Benchmarks:

– MiniMD: a simple parallel molecular dynamics
(MD) code [20];

– MiniFE: a proxy application for unstructured implicit
finite element codes [20];

– Lulesh: the Livermore Unstructured Lagrangian Ex-
plicit Shock Hydrodynamics [21];

– Kripke: a simple scalable 3D Sn deterministic parti-
cle transport code [22].

We tested those benchmarks on several test platforms:
• inti/sandy-bridge: 234 nodes, with dual-socket Intel Xeon

E5-2680, each with 8 cores at 2.7 GHz, equipped with
Mellanox QDR Infiniband (used for the LU-MZ, SP-MZ,
MiniFE and MiniMD benchmarks),

• inti/haswell: 8 nodes, with dual-socket Intel Xeon E5-
2698, each with 16 cores at 2.3 GHz, equipped with Mel-
lanox MT27600 (Connect-IB) InfiniBand boards (used
for BT-MZ benchmark),

• inti/skylake: 32 nodes, with dual-socket Intel Xeon Plat-
inum 8168, each with 24 cores at 2.7 GHz, equipped
with Mellanox MT27700 (Connect-IB) InfiniBand boards
(used for the Lulesh benchmark),

• inti/KNL: 24 nodes, with Intel Xeon Phi 7250, each
with 68 cores at 1.4 GHz, equipped with Mellanox EDR
InfiniBand boards (used for the Kripke benchmark).

OpenMP scalability results for all benchmarks are displayed
in Figure 1. From these graphs, we observe two types of
behavior. On the one hand, benchmarks on the top row
show the expected behavior: the execution time follows a
1/(δ × Ncore) slope (with δ often very close to 1). On the
other hand, the first three benchmarks of the bottom row show
bad OpenMP scalability, as they all lose performance when the
number of threads is greater than a given threshold (specific to
each application). We can see on some benchmarks (LU-MZ
and Lulesh) that the last point of the curve shows a greater
speedup than the previous points. However, since those points
are outliers, we consider they do not impact the general slope
of the curve.

One can observe that the Kripke benchmark displays the
behavior we described in Section III-A: two set of input pa-
rameters cause different OpenMP scalability. When executed
with small sizes (i.e. x=16 , y=8 and z=8, in Figure 1g),
the bad OpenMP scalability causes a slowdown instead of a
speedup when large number of threads are used. However,
when executed with large sizes (i.e. x=400, y=200, z=200, in
Figure 1h), we observe speedup even with a large number of
threads, and the scalability follows the 1/Ncore slope.

We consider that taking a core from the parallel computation
will cause slowdown induced by the loss of computational
power. As we have seen, if the OpenMP scalability is not good,
taking a core from the computation will not cause a slowdown.
It may even produce a speedup. Hence, since the impact on
computation time is supposed to hinder the speedup gained
thanks to the communication progression, we will consider the
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(g) CORAL Kripke - small size
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Fig. 1: Study of OpenMP scalability on several well-known benchmarks (red plain line) against theoretical linear scaling (blue
dotted line)

worst-case scenario for our model: good OpenMP scalability.
This case is the one actually producing a slowdown which
may prevent a dedicated core for progression to be effective.

As we have seen, most applications with a good OpenMP
scalability exposes a 1/(δ×Ncore) slope (with δ very close to
1). Hence, in our model, we will approximate the computation
overhead induced by the removal of one computational core
with the linear equation 1/Ncore .

Though this simple approximation is sufficient for our
model, as we will see in Section V, state-of-the-art on the
scalability of OpenMP applications [23], [24] can be used to
further improve the precision of our model.

2) Modeling manycore cpu impact on thread scalability:
The overhead expectation toverhead due to the core stealing
impact can be modeled using the computation time (tcomp )
from no progression execution. With our approximation, we
estimate that the new computation time when removing 1 core
among Ncore is:

tnewcomp = tcomp × Ncore

Ncore − 1

The induced slowdown is then computed with:

toverhead = tnewcomp − tcomp

This equation can be simplified to:

toverhead =
tcomp

Ncore − 1

For a 16-core node, taking a computational core will cause a
tcomp
15 slowdown, and on a 64-core node, the slowdown will be

tcomp
63 . Thus, the more core a processor has, the more negligible

the slowdown will be.

C. Modeling MPI performance with dedicated core

The second part of the model estimates the decrease of the
time spent in MPI functions thanks to a dedicate core.

An MPI distributed application usually includes different
MPI calls. These MPI calls will not display the same behavior
when a core dedicated for background progression is used. To
build an accurate model, we need to classify the MPI functions
regarding their response to the use of said dedicated core.

1) Classification of MPI calls: For our model we distin-
guish four types of MPI calls:

• blocking communication calls
• nonblocking communication initialization calls
• nonblocking communication completion calls (e.g.
MPI_Test, MPI_Wait)

• other MPI calls (e.g. runtime initialization, communica-
tors management, datatypes management, etc.)

With this classification, we decompose the total time spent
in MPI in the following categories:

tMPI = tMPIblocking + tMPInonblocking + tMPItest + tMPIwait + tMPIother

with the following definitions:



• tMPIblocking is the time spent in blocking communication
calls;

• tMPInonblocking is the time spent in nonblocking initial-
ization calls such as MPI_Isend, MPI_Irecv or
MPI_Iallgather;

• tMPItest + tMPIwait , the time spent in active progression
functions such as MPI_Test and MPI_Wait;

• tMPIother is the remaining time spent in the MPI run-
time (e.g. initialization, communicators management,
datatypes management, etc.).

In the following Sections, we will describe how each
category of MPI call will behave when a dedicated core is
used for background progression.

2) Impact of dedicated core on each MPI call category:
a) Impact on nonblocking initialization and completion

calls: As we presented in Section II, when the MPI library
implements no progression mechanisms, then nonblocking
communications only progress inside MPI calls. These calls
can be nonblocking initialization calls (e.g. MPI_Isend,
MPI_Irecv, MPI_Iallgather), completion calls (e.g.
MPI_Test, MPI_Wait), or any MPI calls involved in com-
munications (even blocking primitives).

With a dedicated core, nonblocking communications are
expected to progress on said dedicated core, thus not con-
suming computational power from the other cores. However,
even if the communication itself takes place on the dedicated
core, the time taken by the actual involved MPI calls is not
completely nullified: the requests still have to be initialized
and the associated operation registered in the MPI runtime for
initialization calls ; the status of the request has to be fetched,
with the relevant synchronization, for completion calls.

We define tminMPInonblockinit , tminMPItest and tminMPIwait to be
the minimum time required to execute a nonblocking initial-
ization call, a test call and a wait call respectively, without
performing any progression.

The minimum time for nonblocking initialization calls and
MPI_Test calls is easy to meet. When an asynchronous
progression mechanism is involved, the initialization call job
is to just fill in the request argument, then let the progres-
sion happen in background. So no extra time is taken for
progression. For a MPI_Test call, its job is just to test
if the associated operation is finished. If not, it will let the
background mechanism to progress the operation, and will not
take extra time to realize such progression.

However, a call to MPI_Wait actually has to wait until the
operation is done. If the operation is not finished when the call
is performed, then it will block until the operation completes.
Even if the progression happens in background, it cannot
be overlapped by computations and it will not be hidden.
Our model aims at predicting if an application will benefit
from the use of nonblocking communications with a dedicated
core for asynchronous progress. Because of the semantics of
the MPI_Wait procedure, nonblocking communications by
themselves are useful only if there is enough computation to
hide the communications. Hence, in our model, we consider
the best-case scenario for using nonblocking communications.

We assume that, when transformed to use said nonblocking
communications, the application exhibits enough computations
between an initialization call and its corresponding comple-
tion call to completely overlap the communication time. In
this case, when using a dedicated core for progression, the
execution time for the MPI_Wait calls will always be the
minimum time.

Thus, if we consider that the application embeds Nnonblocking
nonblocking initialization calls, Ntest MPI_Test calls and
Nwait MPI_Wait calls, we model the time for all calls
involved in nonblocking communications to be:

tMPInonblockdedicated = Nnonblocking × tminMPInonblock+

Ntest × tminMPItest +Nwait × tminMPIwait

b) Impact on blocking calls: We have seen so far how
the nonblocking calls already in the application will behave
with a dedicated core. We will now see what would happen
if blocking calls would be changed into nonblocking calls to
benefit from the use of a dedicated core.

Due to algorithmic constraints, it is expected that even with
a large refactoring of the application, not all blocking calls
may be changed to nonblocking with overlap. Thus blocking
communications in the original application will either remain
blocking communications, or be changed in their nonblocking
counterparts (hence adding the necessary initialization and
completion calls). Both cases will behave differently when a
dedicated core is used.

For the first case, one can think that it is trivial, as dedicated
core is used to progress nonblocking calls and not blocking
calls. This is wrong. As we said in the previous part, blocking
calls may help progress nonblocking communications. We
decided to decompose the time of a blocking call tMPIblocking in
the time of the actual blocking communication tMPIblockingcom
and the time spend to progress pending nonblocking commu-
nications tMPIblockprogress :

tMPIblocking = tMPIblockingcom + tMPIblockprogress

If a dedicated core is used for progress, then blocking calls
will not progress nonblocking communications anymore. Thus,
tMPIblockprogress becomes null, and we have:

tMPIblockingdedicated = tMPIblockingcom

For the second case, as the blocking communication is trans-
formed in a nonblocking communication, its time becomes
similar to nonblocking communications. The most direct way
to change a blocking communication to its nonblocking coun-
terpart is to call the corresponding initialization call, then
MPI_Wait as its completion call. Thus, the new time when
using a dedicated core for progression is: tMPIblockingtransformed =
tminMPInonblock + tminMPIwait .

Let us consider an application with Nblocking MPI blocking
communications, and that a ratio α of these blocking commu-



nications are transformed in their nonblocking counterparts,
the new time for these communications are:

tMPIoldblocking = α×Nblocking × tMPIblockingtransformed

+ (1− α)×Nblocking × tMPIblockingdedicated

which can be developed as:

tMPIoldblocking = α×Nblocking × (tminMPInonblock + tminMPIwait)

+ (1− α)×Nblocking × tMPIblockingcom

c) Impact on the other MPI calls and full MPI model:
The last type of MPI calls in our classification is other,
which are the MPI calls that handle the library and internal
structures management, but perform no communications and
no progression. These calls are not impacted by the use of a
dedicated core for progress, and the time tMPIother remains the
same.

Thus, when putting together all parts of the MPI model and
considering that a ratio α of blocking calls will be changed
between the initial version of the application and the version
we want to model, the MPI time when using a dedicated core
is:

tMPIdedicated = tMPInonblockdedicated + tMPIoldblocking + tMPIother

which can be developed in:

tMPIdedicated = Nnonblocking×tminMPInonblock+Ntest×tminMPItest+

Nwait ×tminMPIwait +α×Nblocking ×(tminMPInonblock +tminMPIwait)

+ (1− α)×Nblocking × tMPIblockingcom + tMPIother

D. Global model with MPI and computation

The final model is the combination of the estimated com-
putation slowdown modeled in Section III-B2, and the com-
munication evolution modeled in Section III-C:

tdedicated = tnewcomp + tMPIdedicated

which can be developed in:

tdedicated = tcomp × Ncore

Ncore − 1
+

Nnonblocking × tminMPInonblock +Ntest × tminMPItest+

Nwait ×tminMPIwait +α×Nblocking ×(tminMPInonblock +tminMPIwait)

+ (1− α)×Nblocking × tMPIblockingcom + tMPIother

The good cases where the dedicated core brings some
improvement in the execution time should have a gain on the
MPI part (colored part in the model) higher than the overhead
estimated in the computation part (black part in the model).

IV. GATHERING APPLICATIONS DATA TO USE THE MODEL

The model is parameterized with timings for each part of the
original application. These timings need to be measured on an
execution of the original application. We used a tool that wraps
MPI calls, called mpiP [25], which is a light-weight profiling
library for MPI applications. It generates logs gathering time
spent in each MPI functions, number of calls, message sizes
with minimum, maximum and average value. Information are
collected for each MPI rank. This tool is generic enough
to gather information on any tested application. We have to
approximate some terms of our model since profiling does not
give directly the exact value we would need in the model.

First, we have to approximate the minimum time for non-
blocking initialization calls, MPI_Test and MPI_Wait calls.
To do so, we consider the minimum measured time of each
type of call when executing the application. Even when no
dedicated core is used for progress, completion calls may not
perform progress. When a completion call is used on a request,
the associated operation may already be done, because it has
been progressed by other previous MPI calls (blocking calls,
or completion calls for other operations). If there is no other
pending operation, then the completion call will just check
the status of the request, and its timing will be the minimum.
We assume this case happens at least once in an MPI run
for nonblocking initialization, MPI_Test and MPI_Wait
calls. Thus we take the minimum measured time for each of
these as the respective timings for tminMPInonblock , tminMPItest and
tminMPIwait .

Second, we do not know which part of the time spend
in a blocking call actually relates to the execution of the
associated blocking operation, or if some of the measured time
corresponds to progression of pending nonblocking operations.
For this reason, we consider that the time measured for each
blocking call is fully dedicated to the associated operation,
and that tMPIblockprogress is always zero.

These approximations may cause some discrepancies be-
tween our model forecasts and measured runs, but we will
show that although we have kept the model simple and made
some approximations, it remains accurate enough for our
purpose.

V. EVALUATION OF THE MODEL

In this section, we evaluate how close to reality the model
we propose is, and check that it is good enough for the
question we are trying to answer. We run the applications
presented in Section III-B1 on various data sets and number
of nodes; it is especially important to use various data sets
since the behavior of some applications depends on inputs.
Each run is performed in hybrid MPI+OpenMP mode, with
one MPI process per node, and each compute resources of a
node used by the OpenMP threads for computation.

As seen in Section II, OpenMPI or MPICH do not provide
the feature we aim to model. Hence, we performed our tests
with the MPI implementation MadMPI, as it allows activat-
ing and deactivating asynchronous progression and use of a
dedicated core [15]. However, the model makes no asumption



about the MPI library and should work with any MPI library
with a core dedicated to progression. The machines used
are inti/sandy-bridge presented in Section III-B1. Though it
provides a lesser number of cores that inti/skylake, hence
taking a core away from OpeMP should cause a greater
slowdown, this machine offers a greater number of nodes,
which allows testing more realistic MPI configurations.

To evaluate the model, we compare its output to the real
results obtained when running the applications with a ded-
icated core. This evaluation is limited to applications that
already leverage nonblocking communications. Since we only
run unmodified applications, in this section we have α = 0.

Each experiment was run several times. The number of
repetitions depends on the execution time of one run, with
at least ten repetitions. We present the median value of these
runs. Each combination of applications/parameters were run
with two configurations. Both configurations were run with
the same number of repetitions.

• First, we collect data to calibrate our model. We run the
application without a dedicated core, and without any
progression mechanisms for communications. This run is
similar to what a user obtains with a regular MPI library
without progression. We measure tnoprogress and we gather
all the input parameters needed by the MPI model as
explained in Section III-C, with the help of mpiP. We
used bash scripts to get the data necessary to compute
our predicted tmodel with an R script building our model
presented in Section III-D.

• The second run uses one dedicated core mapped on the
first logical core (e.g. core #0). We configure the OpenMP
runtime to use Ncore − 1 threads and they are bound on
all other available cores (1 to Ncore − 1). All progression
mechanisms are enabled. We also use mpiP in this run
to have the same measurement overhead. This execution
gives us the real value for tdedicated .

The closer tmodel is to tdedicated , the better the model is.

We run the model on three applications: BT-MZ from the
NAS Parallel Benchmark, and Kripke and MiniMD from the
CORAL benchmarks.

The results are shown in Figure 2 for Kripke, Figure 3 for
NAS BT-MZ, and Figure 4 for MiniMD. On these figures,
the x-axis corresponds to executions on various data sets, and
various number of nodes for BT-MZ and MiniMD. The y-
axis shows the performance represented as a speedup com-
pared to the basic execution without dedicated core. For each
configuration, we display two values. The red cross corre-
sponds to the real execution with a dedicated core, defined
as sdedicated =

tnoprogress
tdedicated

; the green bullet represents the perfor-

mance predicted by the model, defined as smodel =
tnoprogress
tmodel

.
Thus, the closer the red cross is from the green bullet, the
more accurate our model is.

Kripke was run with 52 different data sets, depicted in
Figure 2. We distinguish two types of behavior: cases where
the dedicated core brings a significant speedup (> 1.1), and
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Fig. 2: Comparison of the model prediction and the dedicated
core case (Speedup to the time with no progression) for the
Kripke application for different problem sizes on inti/sandy-
bridge.

cases where the dedicated core does not bring any benefit
(speedup below or very close to 1). This difference is explained
by the MPI behavior of the code. For each input problem
size, the run does not use the same part of the code. In the
beneficial cases, the run spends a lot of time in nonblocking
communications, whereas for the other cases, it is negligible.
Note that beneficial cases are not grouped together, so it may
be hard for a user to know specifically which case is a good
candidate for running with a dedicated core. We observe that
our model accurately predicts the behavior of the application
for each data set. For all cases where the model predicts
a significant speedup, it is confirmed by the experimental
execution. And, for all cases where the predicted speedup is
close to 1, we see this exact behavior with the experimental
run.

For NAS BT-MZ (Figure 3) and MiniMD (Figure 4), the
results are less identical. On NAS BT-MZ, the results for class
C and D on 16 nodes, the predictions from the model are
correct — the dedicated core brings no gain. However, for
class D on 128 nodes, the model predicts a speedup higher
than 3 where the reality is a mere 0.96. This is due to the
communication scheme. Our model makes the assumption that
nonblocking operations are always overlapped by computation.
Unfortunately, in this application the nonblocking operations
are not designed to overlap communications and computation;
they are used to overlap multiple communications. Indeed, the
code calls a series of MPI_Isend and MPI_Irecv with a
final MPI_Waitall, and no computation in between.

For MiniMD we observe that the first two predictions are
correct and the third is much too optimistic . For the first two
cases, the execution with a dedicated core is slower than with-
out (see Fig 1a) and the model is accurate. For the last cases,
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Fig. 3: Comparison of the model prediction and the dedicated
core case (Speedup to the time with no progression) for NAS
BT-MZ for different configurations on inti/sandy-bridge.
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the model prediction and the dedicated
core case (Speedup to the time with no progression) MiniMD
for different configurations on inti/sandy-bridge.

when looking at the detailed values for all parameters of the
model and compare them to the real execution, we observe an
increased time spent in MPI_Wait with dedicated core (4,19 s
with no progression against 8,69 s with dedicated core). This
behavior is sometimes observed when there is an interaction
between the dedicated core and the MPI_Wait: they try to
progress simultaneously. In those cases, the progression is not
just done by the dedicated core and hence the gain is less than
expected by the model.

We have shown here that the proposed model successfully
predicts performance of a hybrid MPI application using a core

Case #1 Case #2
tnoprogress 147 155
tMPI 73.4 8.3
tmodel 119.82 156.75
tdedicated 117 154

Ncore 16 16
tcomp 73.6 145.7
Nnonblocking 480000 96

tminMPInonblock 2.14e− 05 2.16e− 05
Ntest 1119810 109679
tminMPItest 2.05e− 05 2.2e− 05
Nwait 10000 2
tminMPIwait 3.2e− 05 7.19e− 05
tMPIblocking 11.7 4.98

tMPIother 0.0 0.34

TABLE I: Values of model parameters for two sets of param-
eters of Kripke (times in seconds).

dedicated to communication when the hypotheses are fulfilled.
It exhibits a very good precision in this case, as seen with the
Kripke application.

However, the user should be wary of using it blindly. It may
give wrong results when hypotheses are not fulfilled: when
no computation is executed at the same time as nonblocking
communications, like in NAS BT-MZ; when the progression
is still performed in MPI_Wait like in MiniMD, and when
the OpenMP scalability is too far from linear.

In conclusion, the model is strong enough so as to be used
to predict performance of dedicated core, but the user should
always check all terms of the model and not only rely blindly
on the total. These differences due to the approximation made
in the model can help application developers find suboptimal
behavior related to the use of nonblocking communications in
their applications.

VI. USING THE MODEL

In this section, we will detail how to use the model to
understand the compromise between computation slowdown
and the communication speedup, to evaluate the effectiveness
of nonblocking communication usage, and to predict the max-
imum performance we would get if blocking communications
were converted to nonblocking.

A. Understand the computation-slowdown/communication-
speedup ratio

As we have seen for Kripke in Figure 2, the application
exhibits two types of behavior with a dedicated core: either a
significant speedup, or no gain at all. The beneficial cases are
spread along the x-axis, showing that it does not depend on
the problem sizes but instead on the communication scheme.

To understand this specific behavior, we analyze all the
different timings gathered in the basic run displayed in table I,
and the real value for tdedicated in addition. The case #1 is
an example of successful use of dedicated core with 20%
speedup; case #2 is typical of situations where the dedicated
core does not bring performance gain. In both cases, the
prediction of the model is correct with an error less than 2%.



Kripke features some calls to MPI_Isend and
MPI_Irecv; they are progressed using MPI_Testany
between computation phases. The communication is ended by
a final call to MPI_Waitall. We observe in the table the
main differences between the two runs is Nnonblocking : the first
case uses a lot of nonblocking operations while the second
has very few of them. It should be noticed that both cases
execute approximately in the same duration, even though
once decomposed, the timing details are very different.

In the first case, the application uses enough nonblock-
ing operations for the communication speedup to overcome
the computation slowdown. On the contrary, in the second
case, the small number of nonblocking operations does not
successfully counterbalance the computation slowdown. With
our model, an application developer can better understand the
dynamic behavior of its code, and know the cases where the
nonblocking operations are used. The real impacting factor is
the communication scheme and the amount of communications
compared to computation.

B. Evaluate the effectiveness of nonblocking communication

An application may have everything theoretically to gain
performance in terms of MPI overlappable communication
and computation, and structurally never put computation and
nonblocking communication in parallel. This is the case for
NAS BT-MZ. As we have seen in Figure 3, on 128 nodes
the model is too optimistic. This is due to the nonblocking
operations being used not to overlap with computation, but
to overlap multiple communications. Hence, even if globally
there would be enough computation to overlap all nonblocking
communications, it is not placed at the same time as the
nonblocking communication.

If an application already uses nonblocking communications,
the model may be used to diagnose pathological cases: by
comparing an actual run and the prediction of the model,
we can check whether overlap performs as expected or not,
whether the computation inserted between the nonblocking
operation and the corresponding wait is long enough or not.
If the actual run is far from the prediction, there may be room
for improvement in the organization of communications and
computations.

We have observed the symmetrical case, where the appli-
cation performs actually better with a dedicated core than
predicted by the model. It is especially the case with Kripke,
on the points of Figure 2 with a speedup higher than 1.1.
When looking at the detailed parameters we measured, we
observe that with the dedicated core, Ntest drops compared to
the reference run. The model assumes that MPI_Test will be
shorter with dedicated core, because it will not have to make
communication progress in the call itself. But, in addition,
Ntest is decreased, because the communication finished ear-
lier. A more progression-compliant version of Kripke should
remove the calls to MPI_Test and let the dedicated core
do all the progress work in the background. However, this
requires a refactoring of the application. The lesson learned is
that we may gain more than the sole cost of communication

Case #1 Case #2 Case #3
number of nodes 16 128 128
problem size 2003 2003 3003

tnoprogress 112 17.9 57.3
tMPI 23.4 8.17 22.4
tmodel 98 12.61 54.9
tdedicated 122 16.9 63.7

Ncore 16 16 16
tcomp 94.55 9.73 34.9
Nblocking 5863 5863 263

tminMPInonblock 2.50e− 05 7.49e− 05 1.03e− 05
Nwait 5862 5862 5862
tminMPIwait 5.33e− 06 5.47e− 06 5.59e− 06
tMPIblocking 19.16 4.99 0.41

tMPIother 2.20 1.42 17.8

TABLE II: Values of model parameters for three sets of
parameters of MiniMD (times in seconds).
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Fig. 5: Evolution of predicted speedup relative to the propor-
tion of blocking call converted to nonblocking for MiniMD

progression. In addition, we may gain the cost of all tests
scattered throughout the code.

C. Potential gain of transforming blocking call to nonblocking

Finally, the model is able to predict the potential gain of
transforming blocking operations to nonblocking ones. As de-
scribed in Section III-C2, the model can take into account the
behavior of an application if a ratio α of blocking operations
are changed to their nonblocking counterparts.

We apply the model on MiniMD, on the three configurations
used in Section V. MiniMD uses mostly blocking calls, with
very few nonblocking operations. The figures for the three
configurations are gathered in table II. The predicted speedups
for varying α for each configuration are displayed in Figure 5.
A ratio α = 0 is equivalent to the original unmodified applica-
tion. A value α = 1 means that all blocking communications



are transformed to their nonblocking counterparts. However,
the ability to transform blocking to nonblocking calls depends
on having available data-independent computation between
the call and the wait. For most applications, α = 1 is not
reachable; we need to study the full range of values for α.

The results for the first and third sets of parameters (red and
blue line) show that, even in the unlikely event of being able to
convert all communications to nonblocking, the expected gain
is poor. Values shown in table II reveal that the number of
blocking calls Nblocking is low and the time spent in blocking
communication tMPIblocking is low compared to the 1/16th
overhead on computation. In the first case, for realistic values
of α, no gain may be expected. In the third case (blue line),
the model predicts a very small gain for any value of α.
However, we know that there would be actually no gain at
all, considering that we have already seen in Section V that
our model is optimistic and overestimate by 12% the potential
gain for this precise application.

The second set of parameters (green line) is the same
as the first, except for the higher number of nodes. The
predictions of the model, however, are very different, with
a predicted significant performance improvement, even for
moderate values of α. With the higher number of nodes
compared to the first case, the computation time is lower, and
thus the communication time gets a higher proportion of the
total time, which is enough to compensate for the slowdown
cause by one less core for computation with a dedicated core.

The slope of each case plot is the most interesting metric
as it represents the efficiency of blocking to nonblocking
transformation. The first and the second cases have a posi-
tive slope since the time spent in blocking communications
tMPIblocking is much larger than what is lost in computation
speed with a dedicated core; in contrast, the third case has a
quasi-neutral slope. Even with tMPI representing a large part
of the total time, the proportion of tMPIblocking is negligible. As
a consequence, α has a very low impact on the potential gain
and the transformation is not efficient. Thus for every case,
we have to evaluate the potential gain by running the model
with the parameters from the application.

This model is thus able to discriminate the cases where a
transformed application will be effective or not. Taking into
account the base point of the α plot, it can show the current
state of the dedicated core effect on the application. At last,
looking at the slope for used case of the application will show
the impact of the transformation on the performances using a
dedicated core.

VII. CONCLUSION

Overlapping communications with computation is an ef-
ficient way to amortize the cost of communications. To do
so, application programmers are supposed to use nonblocking
MPI primitives. However, MPI libraries seldom exhibit actual
progression without dedicating any core to communication
progression, and as a consequence, application programmers
seldom make the effort to use nonblocking communications.

In this paper, we have studied the compromise of dedicating
one core to communication progression, the overhead it causes
on computation, and the gain it brings to communication pro-
gression. We have proposed a model that is able to estimate the
performance an application would get with a core dedicated
to communication, based only on performance figures from
a run without dedicated core. We have shown the validity
of the model and explained its limits. We have used the
model to explain the performance of an application that uses
overlap, to check the effectiveness of overlap, and to predict
the performance an application would get if converted to use
nonblocking communications.

For future work, we aim at refining our model. First, the
computation is currently modeled using a linear scaling model.
For a better fit, the use of an application-specific model
would provide better predictions. Also, we considered so far
that there is enough computation to overlap communications,
which is not always the case. We should identify whether
computations may actually be overlapped or not. We aim to
also model persistent operations. On the gathering of initial
timings, we may rely on runtime instrumentation to have more
precise and more focused timings. Finally, actually modifying
applications to use nonblocking communication would validate
the transformation part of the model.
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